I. CULTURE CONTESTS IN A TACO TRUCK WAR: VENDOR REGULATION AND GOURMET TRUCKS
Before reporting on food truck vendor contests, this Article describes how cultural values are heavily embedded in food practices. Understanding the cultural discourses of food helps explain why legal and policy contests are so heated and perhaps inevitable. In this hodgepodge of competing values, law and policy intersect, and limit or support food choices. Cultural values are 9. This Article presents an introductory analysis of how food truck litigation has developed in LA and LA County for the 2009-09 period. Its primary objectives are to describe food trucks as a culinary and cultural phenomena, report on the policy and doctrine used to regulate them, and relate these issues to analysis of food as culture, communal identity, and social stratification. This ideally opens more scholarly, policy, and activist questions than it answers. Its methodology focuses on examining scholarly food studies sources, internet articles, food and news reports, and relevant jurisprudence, doctrine, and policy. This Article does not pretend to present a full analysis of all regulatory, criminal, and policy challenges faced by food trucks. reflected in food practices, i.e. how food is eaten, sold, prepared, cultivated, and produced. The "food studies" discipline describes this important link between food and culture. In a collection of essays, James Watson and Melissa Caldwell explain that "[f]ood practices are implicated in a complex field of relationships, expectations, and choices that are contested, negotiated, and often unequal."
10 Economic, historical, and political determinations shape these discourses, with cultural ramifications beyond everyday consumption, sales, and production. 11 In a variety of examples, Watson and Caldwell show "[f]ood everywhere is not just about eating, . . . and eating (at least among humans) is never simply a biological process." 12 Decisions on how to eat and what should be eaten signify food's substantial cultural currency.
Food practices rest on communal or shared values, i.e. culture. 13 The everyday activity of eating is embedded with specific associations, with deeply shared value for consumers and producers. Arising from the simple nutritive act of eating or drinking, associations include national identity, religion, ideology, or class.
14 Food implies religious identity (e.g. kosher, halal, or "fish on Fridays"), health concerns (e.g. no trans-fat, low cholesterol), the treatment of animals (e.g. free-range or vegan), and natural and chemical-free lifestyles (e.g. organic or no-additive). These simple associations show some of the ways that food is not just a matter of biology and personal taste, but how food is a part of and represents communal identities.
Food practices are intimately related to cultural identity and how it's negotiated, whether the identity is national, local, communal, gendered, racial, or socio-economic. In Distinction, Pierre 11. See generally id. 12. Id. at 1. 13. For a working definition of 'culture,' this Article uses William Roseberry's focus on culture and politics, economics, and history. His approach looks at cultural meaning and inequalities. Roseberry examines culture as developing from "social and political actors" having their actions formed "in part by preexisting understandings of the world, of other people, of the self" and this is influenced by "social and political inequalities" and "historical formation." Accordingly, history and political economics affect "actors' differential understandings of the world, other people, and themselves." WILLIAM ROSEBERRY, ANTHROPOLOGIES AND HISTORIES: ESSAYS IN Bourdieu argues that "taste," including but not limited to food, is defined by those in power and by using concepts like "taste" and "culture," socio-economic distinctions are reinforced. 15 
Jeffrey
Pilcher shows how Mexican history serves a series of "tortilla discourses" contributing to national identity, wherein modern and "scientific" influences attempt to exclude the indigenous or domestic elements of Mexican food, i.e. maize, chiles, and beans. 16 I have argued that the NAFTA did the same by eliminating Mexican tariffs for maize in 2008 (and exposing Mexican food security to volatile global ethanol markets). 17 Abril Saldaña shows how food, where and what one eats, is vital to distinctions based on gender, class, and race, and between domestic workers and employers in Mexican households. 18 Yanira Reyes Gil presents the significance Puerto Rican food has in contributing to national identity in this U.S. territorial possession.
19 U.S. culinary history and the immigrants in this history have found food practices essential to negotiating national identity and migrant identities. 20 Along these lines, for food truck vendors in Los Angeles and across the nation, 21 debates about their legality or proposed illegality reflect larger cultural contests about local and neighborhood identity, local economics, and public space. 22 In policy terms, the debates are expressed from pro and anti-vendor perspectives. Anti-vendor views argue that food trucks congest streets and sidewalks, with public areas subject to selling, consumption and litter stemming from the trucks. 23 This view further maintains that truck vendors are unsafe and unsanitary, since trucks do not offer the same cooking, disposal, and storing services that fixed restaurants do. 24 Finally, opponents of food trucks contend that they compete unfairly with fixed restaurants, because they do not have to pay rent or own a locale, do not hire staff to serve and attend to customers and eating areas, and have the ability to re-locate operations when consumers move. 25 These arguments focus on how neighborhoods view themselves and the image they project, whether it's in perceived property values, excluding businesses or outside customers, or prejudices concerning the working class and Pro-vendor forces argue that trucks are neither unsafe nor unsanitary since they comply with relevant vehicle and health codes. 27 Trucks provide economical food options in locations where restaurants are lacking or are not affordable to potential customers. 28 Their lower operating costs support economic prices for customers willing to wait and eat in public as opposed to paying for a restaurant to provide eating and service areas. 29 Trucks provide creative avenues to sell and buy new culinary options.
To counter the charge of unfair competitive advantage, food truck vendor advocates point to their unique disadvantages. Working from mobile units on the streets can expose truck owners and employees to crime and harassment 30 that fixed restaurants 26. Gottlieb, supra note 21 (describing nationwide taco truck restrictions as tied to property prices, "quality of life" issues, and anti-immigrant and racist sentiment).
27. Meanwhile, often west of downtown Los Angeles, a new wave of food trucks gained culinary and public attention. Labeled gourmet, nouveau, or fusion food trucks, these vendors use the similar vehicle format. 45 But they differ in at least three important ways. First, what they sell is different than the tacos, tostadas, burritos, gorditas, ceviche, seafood cocktails, and tortas usually associated with "taco trucks" or loncheros. Some focus on fusion or specialized items. They fuse Mexican food with Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese, and other cuisines. Some trucks identify with Greek, Argentine, Indian, dim sum, Brazilian or other international cuisines. Other trucks specialize in regional barbecue or Southern food, gourmet hot dogs or hamburgers, vegetarian, vegan, desserts such as cupcakes, crepes, banana pudding, or artistic culinary presentation. Second, these trucks report their location to customers as they move around the LA area using their own web pages, blogs, and social networking tools like Facebook and Twitter. 46 Additionally, iPhone and iPad applications have been created to provide truck information such as GPS location, "near me" details, and menus. 47 This online-brand creation also includes food truck videos on YouTube, blog entries and web pages with reviews, photo galleries, interviews, and vendor-organized DJ parties. Trucks are decorated with bright colors, graphic designs, and recognizable labels easily spotted by onlookers walking, driving by, 45 48 Kogi BBQ sells fusion KoreanMexican food, with dishes such as spicy pork tacos, kimchi quesadillas and short rib sliders. 49 Kogi describes its objective as to "satiate the hungry mouths of Angelenos who crave excellent food on a dime budget" and its food style as "quality Korean barbecue meets traditional, homemade tortillas and fresh veggies" for tastes that "carr[y] the rhythms of LA street culture and exudes the warmth of all that California sun."
50 Kogi BBQ began its operations in areas with high late-night traffic due to clubs, bars, theatres, and many nightlife options. It received much media attention leading to articles in the New York Times, Time, NPR, Bon Appé-tit and other magazines. This buzz spawned customers willing to stand in line for 90 plus minutes in front of one of its four trucks. Its Twitter followers total over 80,000. 51 In 2010, Food & Wine magazine named Roy Choi, Kogi BBQ's head chef who trained at the Culinary Institute of Arts, to its list of "Best New Chefs," an honor limited to expensive and high-end restaurants. 52 Kogi BBQ is emblematic of how food trucks have been embraced and praised in sectors of LA society, the media, regions of the city, and by foodies. 53 This sizzling buzz remains palpable in the trendy areas the nouveau trucks serve. While these demarcations and locations are not binary or concrete, two food practices involving truck vendors have become part of public discourse in the LA area since 2008. It's fair to say that while some food trucks in Boyle Heights and East LA were subject to local government restrictions, fines, and jail time consequent to illegality, another style of food truck was receiving notoriety as gastronomically innovative and a growing popular culture trend. 62. Observers note how nouveau food trucks tend to target the "privileged, middleclass," while taco trucks are for "very working class---janitors, secretaries, people on public transit . . .," Shatkin, supra note 32 (quoting Jaime Rojas, co-chairman of Latino Urban Forum).
63. 68 The organizations set up web pages describing their objectives, presenting picture galleries and press links, to counter anti-vendor policy positions. Both groups received local media attention about the crackdowns, their mass popularity, and culinary notoriety. In addition, online food bloggers presented the vendor and consumer perspectives regarding the impacts of local regulation. 69 An online petition and webpage was dedicated to resist the regulations and inform consumers and vendors. 70 With catchy phrases like "Save Our Taco Trucks" (the name of the organization), "The revolution will be served on a paper plate," and "Carne Asada is Not a Crime," these efforts made great strides in publicizing the struggle to both English and Spanish language audiences and illustrating the cultural currency food trucks have for LA. Transportation. While in both cases courts sided with the vendors, finding local parking regulations specific to mobile food vendors inconsistent with California's vehicle code, police continued enforcement of these regulations to make sure truck vendors operated "legally." More rigid enforcement of these regulations was applied to various vendors in many situations beyond these cases. 73 It would be a mistake to assume that these two cases reflect the whole picture of food trucks challenged by the law and local police. Similarly, other laws and regulations may still curtail (if not harass) food truck operators. Focusing on this context of local government disturbing neighborhood economies (i.e., food vendor supply and consumer demand markets), this section describes the legal doctrine that the courts used to invalidate local truck vendor regulations. This doctrinal picture provides a reference for how cultural arguments become the subject of legal contests.
The relevant LA and County codes both attempted to regulate the time a vendor could legally sell food by making it illegal to remain parked at one spot for more than 30 or 60 minutes, with less time permitted in residential versus commercial areas. The ordinances effectively made it impossible for vehicles to operate, since the 30/60 minute periods are too short to function. With such short periods, trucks do not have enough time to set up at a location or sell to all customers before having to relocate. Similarly, consumers cannot find trucks to purchase food if trucks have to move and set up within repeated 30/60 minute intervals.
Implemented parked while "dispensing victuals" 75 within a half mile radius of any residential location for a period exceeding 30 minutes. 76 In commercial locations, trucks could remain parked for 60 minutes. 77 Trucks could not return to the location for another 30 or 60 minutes, respectively, "from the time of departure or relocation." 78 Section 80.73(b)(2)(F) effectively required trucks to move a half a mile, measured in a straight line, every 30 minutes in residential areas or every 60 minutes in commercial areas. 79 Becoming effective in 2008, LA County Code Section 7.62.070 attempted to limit "peddlers" in "commercial vehicles" from parking and operating in residential and non-residential areas for 30 and 60 minutes, respectively. 80 This Section is entitled "[p]eddlers of edible products from commercial vehicles-Moving location required when."
81 It contained the specific requirement that within a "three-hour period" the "peddler" "shall not return to any location within a one-half mile of each prior location."
82 This effectively required a truck to move a half-mile away from all prior locations it had been parked during the three hours. This three hour period commenced "upon the Peddler's departure from the last location where peddling occurred." 83 This regulation added the fn=Document-frame.htm$3.0#JD_80.73 (defining "catering truck" as "any motorized vehicle designed primarily for dispensing victuals" including "any trailer designed primarily for dispensing victuals" if "attached at all times during which victuals are being dispensed." Regarding the first holding, the court found it "unclear as to whether the 'three-hour period' is measured from when the vendor 'arrived at the initial location' or from when the vendor 'departed from the last location.' " 92 The court concluded that this internal ambiguity rendered the ordinance unenforceable as written stating, "ordinary people would have to guess as to its meaning." 93 Concluding that such vagueness and guessing is a violation of due process, 94 the court noted that this "uncertain[ty]" leads to "discriminatory enforcement." 95 For its second holding, the court found the County Ordinance to be in conflict with California Vehicle Code's Section 22455: "Vending from Vehicles." 96 This section of the Vehicle Code permits vehicles to sell products 97 and it only allows local and municipal governments to regulate mobile food vendors by "adopt [ing] additional requirements for the public safety regulating the type of vending and the time, place, and manner of vending from vehicles upon any street." 98 The County Ordinance prohibits vendors from returning to locations to vend, which effectively prohibits displaying and selling products for two hours during any threehour period. 99 The court explains that there seems to be no "rational basis" linking the prohibition to public safety. 100 Moreover, the court concluded that the California Vehicle Code Section 22455 preempted County Ordinance 7.62.070 and the latter "must be declared unconstitutional."
101 Furthermore, the court determined that the choice of 30 minutes and 60 minutes "appears to be arbitrary and not based upon any rational, intrinsic or natural basis" and is similarly unconstitutional. 102 Because California state law pre-empts local regulation and the County ordinance operates as a "naked restraint of trade," the County Ordinance "must be declared invalid. For the third holding, the court emphasized that the Ordinance was unconstitutional because the state legislature had explicitly barred local prohibition of food trucks. 105 It stated that California only permits localities to regulate sales from vehicles rather than "prohibiting" sales from vehicles. It previously explained how the Ordinance effectively prohibited sales within the ambiguous three-hour period. The court highlighted the legislature's clear intent to disallow local prohibitions of vending from vehicles pointing to the January 1, 1986 repeal of prior language authorizing local prohibitions of vending. 106 Regarding LA City's ordinance, on June 10, 2009, the California Superior Court for the County of Los Angeles reversed a decision upholding a parking ticket issued by the LA police department against a truck vendor. In Gonzalez v. City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation, the court, per Judge Barry D. Kohn, found for the vendor, repealed the ticket, and returned fines charged to the vendor. The court explained that the LA Municipal Code Section 80.73(b)(2)(F) was "not rationally related to the public safety."
107 It reported the Section required mobile catering vendors to move from and not return to locations for 30 or 60 minute periods, depending on if the location is residential or commercial. 108 Because the Code does not relate to public safety it "expressly conflicts" with California Vehicle Code Sections 21 and 22455(b). The objective of the Vehicle Code is the "applicable and uniform" application of vehicular regulation throughout California. Section 21 of the Vehicle Code, the "Uniformity of code" subtitle, prohibits counties and municipalities from "enact[ing] or enforc[ing] any ordinance on the matter" of vehicular regulation.
109
As described above, regarding Garcia and the County ordinance, section 22455(b) only permits local vehicle vendor regulations in the narrow situation where they are "for the public safety. 118 and how theories on local regulation of "commercial businesses" are invalid. 119 The court explained that the California Supreme Court "has consistently acknowledged" that state authority over vehicles is "plenary," 120 and how section 21 provides for the state's "preemption of the entire field of traffic control" unless the Legislature expressly provides for regulation by a local authority. 121 Emphasizing the doctrine's history, the court states that the Supreme Court's decisions regarding preemption have been around almost "as long as the horseless carriage."
122 Both People v. Garcia 123 
and Gonzalez v. City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation
124 rely heavily on Barajas's legal analysis. Barajas is a hallmark of state pre-emption doctrine for the vehicle code, cited in numerous secondary sources on California's constitutional law 125 and the regulation of roads and highways.
126
The California Vehicle Code's sections on vehicle vending and code uniformity provide the clearest description of why local regulation of commercial vending vehicles is limited to the narrowest situations. Section 22455(a) states such vehicles may vend as long as they are at a complete stop and lawfully parked.
127 Section (b) permits for local regulations only if they are "additional requirements for the public safety." 128 These may regulate the "type of vending and the time, place, and manner of vending from vehicles."
129 Vasquez v. City of Santa Ana emphasizes that section 22455(b) only permits additional local regulation if it is for public safety, such as crime. 130 Accordingly, local regulation must be for public safety and cannot focus on matters such as business competition or a neighborhood's "quality of life," which inspired recent county and city restrictions.
Local prohibitions of vehicle vending are not permitted by the code. In a 1985 amendment, the legislature deleted the section's prior wording, permitting local governments to prohibit this vending.
131 Appeals Court decisions have interpreted this amendment as the legislature's expressed intent to bar local prohibitions, reflecting a matter of statewide concern preempting local authority.
132
Section 21 of the Vehicle code similarly bars any local authority in this regard. It states the code is applicable throughout the state and "no local authority shall enact or enforce any ordinance on matters covered by this code unless expressly authorized herein."
133 Garcia and Vasquez hold that section 21 invalidates local regulation of food trucks by LA County and Santa Ana. Recent Court of Appeals decisions affirm that section 21 bars local regulation of matters within the domain of the Vehicle Code unless the matter is expressly exempted by the legislature. Courts have also found that local regulations of food trucks are unconstitutional violations of due process and equal protection rights. In 2006, a Superior Court of California found a Santa Ana city ordinance to infringe on a truck owner's due process rights where it permitted truck owners to lose their licenses if they received three citations in twelve months. 135 In 1979, an appellate division of the California Superior Court found LA County's regulations as violative of a truck operator's fourteenth amendment equal protection rights. 136 These regulations attempted to prohibit trucks from operating within 100 feet of a fixed restaurant. The court found such restrictions to be "wholly arbitrary."
137
Food trucks are required to comply with the California Retail Food Code, which addresses the common complaints regarding trucks' sanitation and cleanliness of food preparation and storage. Section 113725 regulates the types of food, temperatures for preparing and storing food, employee hygiene, and cleaning equipment. 138 This code covers the issues many restaurants, public officials, and neighborhoods complain about when justifying antitruck restrictions and increased enforcement. Like with vehicles, the Retail Food Code requires uniform statewide standards with the legislature's intent "to occupy the whole field of health and sanitation standards for retail food facilities." 139 The legislature has not been silent on these matters and has recently expressed when and how localities may regulate food trucks, but this does not include parking, "quality of life," or matters addressing fairness in competition. 140 Most local jurisdictions only have power to regulate food production, distribution, and sale. Even these powers are subject to the state delegating the requisite authority to localities. 141 Local regulation must not be arbitrary, discrimina- For food truck debates, cultural negotiations between the government and community members motivate new policies and consequent litigation. Food trucks are viewed in some sectors of a community as appealing and seen as blight to others. For the LA Taco Truck War, these negotiations concerned assumptions on economics, food practices, and public space. Added to these are concerns for what is foreign or immigrant, with its racial undertones, and the local economics of gentrification and recessionary pressures since October 2008. This Article labels these factors as "food culture contests," which serve as the platform from which the law impacts loncheros in Boyle Heights and East LA. Since 2009, LA police and the Cities of Santa Monica and Venice have begun to restrict gourmet food trucks as well, with similar food culture contest justifications. 143 This section expands on the law's role in these cultural contests, with an eye on the past taco truck war and the inevitable future increase in regulations for food trucks.
a. Local Food Truck Economics: Perceived "Eye-sores" and the Fallacy of Unfair Competition
In food truck debates, community economic issues arise as the most frequently articulated reason to prohibit food trucks. This cultural aspect concerns how food is sold in a community, how residents and visitors may eat, and what businesses are permitted. Restaurants, property owners, business groups or districts, and real-estate developers raise these arguments. The theories are that truck vending limits the economic potential of a neighborhood and it competes unfairly with fixed restaurants. Food trucks are seen as incompatible or undesired by corporate businesses, offices, chain restaurants, and existing merchants. A community like East LA or Boyle Heights may be viewed as a site of potential growth in both real estate and consumer markets (i.e., gentrification). It's argued that a community tolerating public food consumption, waiting in line, and food sales on sidewalks and streets could not support the more affluent markets.
There is no intrinsic conflict between more expensive retailers and higher-income residents and sales and consumption of food from trucks, if parking and traffic rules and zoning regulations are enforced. For this reason, the California Vehicle Code permits limited local regulation of the trucks (i.e., only for public safety). 144 Food truck advocates point to the need to increase health and sanitation enforcement versus crafting new and unfair vendor regulations. Portland provides a good example of how corporate retailers, offices, and high population density residential and commercial areas can support street vending. 145 In economic terms, if the free-hand of consumer demand did not like food trucks they would not support them. Why should local regulation disrupt this market?
Competition arguments express the economic frustration fixed restaurants may feel, especially with the recession beginning in 2008 and thereafter. It is theorized that trucks violate communal rules about how to conduct business or how innovation implicit in that mobility is unfair. Competition arguments vary, but at their core they offer commentary on how mobile vending disrupts restaurants' business practices, which the community supports. Restaurants point to the ethical problem of trucks parking near them. It's argued that trucks take business away from restaurants, assuming consumer demand is guaranteed for restaurants. Any free-market choice that consumers exercise is overlooked because it is presumed that trucks violate local business culture. These assumptions seem to be misapplied more to trucks. Restaurant chains, corporate retailers, and coffee shops are permitted to operate close to each other (e.g., Starbucks near Coffee Bean or McDonalds near Burger King or Walgreens near RiteAid), without claims of either being unfair.
Competition arguments also mischaracterize what consumers demand and what trucks supply. It is assumed that food truck consumers would spend their money at a restaurant if the truck were not permitted to vend. This is not true. Trucks charge a different price and sell different items because of their limited space and mobility. Restaurants can offer the additional services of eating and serving areas protected from street elements and noise, staff to clean these areas, and wait staff or parking services. By choosing a restaurant, consumers are offered some of these and pay for them accordingly. They, similarly, are paying for the goodwill accumulated from a fixed location. Restaurants usually offer more since they have facilities to provide it.
Food trucks operate in a distinct supply market. When a truck consumer makes a purchase, they must stand in line, be exposed to street noise and traffic and weather, and they then have no provided eating area. The two supply markets are differentiated, not wholly distinct, since a few items may be purchased at both trucks and restaurants. Were trucks really uncompetitive then perhaps to-go food sales, food deliveries, supermarket or deli prepared meals, and restaurants that offer less physical comforts would also be uncompetitive. Restaurant complaints invariably reflect their own economic frustrations, consequent to overhead and finicky eater demands. While food trucks' catchy appeal in their mobility and limited space provides for their entrepreneurial advantage (i.e., the ability to move where customers are, different operation costs, and offering fewer services). These benefits may also be their economic weaknesses since customers cannot count on a truck's location, operations may outgrow serving and cooking capacity, and customers may want to sit, be inside, and distanced from the public or protected from the rain, sun, and wind.
Competition arguments also mischaracterize the legality of truck vendors. Restaurants often claim the trucks do not have licenses or permits and thus operate unfairly while restaurants have to pay taxes and abide by regulations and licensing requirements. In reality, trucks are regulated by a series of state and local laws, encompassing food, health, vehicle, and business issues. Like restaurants, they are inspected for health and sanitation compliance. Additionally, they are required to clean and store 
b. Food Trucks and What they Serve Question Food Practices
Cultural negotiations on who can operate legitimate businesses and what should not be eaten are topics that fuel food truck debates. Representing international cuisine and various immigrant groups, food trucks often serve a large plate of cultural conflict in the communities where they operate. Loncheros in LA and nationwide explain that anti-vendor forces invariably view their businesses as a blight or an eye-sore. As described above, the claims focus on competition arguments or on actions considered distasteful. Here, the cultural assumptions are that the proper places to eat, purchase, or serve food are in a house or in a fixedlocation restaurant. Displaying food preparation and consumption in public, food trucks violate these decorum norms. Assumptions concerning a consumer's inability to either afford to go, or having time to go, to a restaurant undergirds critiques of eating street food.
Assumptions on socio-economic status are the framework, but a great deal has to do with anti-immigrant or anti-Latino sentiment. 147 In LA, the demarcations are difficult to draw since many 146. Since the Taco Truck War and the rise of new style food trucks, the City of Los Angeles has developed new food trucks regulations on health and sanitation and a permit process, initiated a task force for food trucks, public officials, and other stakeholders, and begun to explore "issues and concerns" such as business development districts, parking, outdoor dining, waste, etc. . regions in question are traditionally Mexican-American with food trucks owned by and attending to more recent immigrants. But even in these locations, policymakers act on these prejudices when approving policies to be enforced in a Latino community. In areas where Latino immigrants may be more recent, food truck regulations serve as proxies for limiting food practices of immigrant groups. In areas as diverse as Washington state, Houston, and Iowa, Latino immigrants see food truck regulations as a proxy for nativism. 148 For decades Mexican migrants have raised these discrimination claims in court. 149 The new wave of gourmet trucks represents a host of foreign cultural elements, showing off Vietnamese, Korean, Chinese, Japanese and Indian food cultures. Food truck regulations have a significant cultural impact. They limit eating options, erase jobs, make businesses illegal, and have the effect of restricting foreign public presence.
c. Food Trucks Raise Old Questions about Public Space
Recent and pending questions about food trucks' legality point to traditional debates about what things local governments should permit (or prohibit) in public spaces. 150 The Taco Truck War raised legal questions about vendors using public parking spaces. More generally, though, the political debate is about how public property, not owned by private individuals or businesses, may be used by members of a community.
151 Pro-vendors argue that selling and eating from food trucks on sidewalks or from public parking spaces represents legal acts and the freedom to use public space. Anti-vendors contend that this use is wrong and illegal for reasons such as congestion, unfair competition, sanitation, or unsightliness.
For the recent Taco Truck War, this discourse was framed by Cultural issues intrinsic to food practices serve as the driving force for these public space debates. Deciding what is permitted in public space effectively shapes food's place in local culture. Mexican food in the U.S. is often theorized to be a source of cultural pride and identification for populations with centuries of history here as well as for recent immigrants. Ramona Lee Pérez and Meredith E. Abarca describe four points on how Mexican food is fundamental to identity, belonging, power, and social change. 152 These points are: 1) food fuels negotiation of ideological and physical borders, raising questions about cultural values and economic realities; 2) cooking and eating function as public performances for these negotiations; 3) food in public space transcends geo-political borders revealing "unspoken" class and race tensions and the extra-legal aspects of food practices; and 4) food fuels memories of crossing borders. Abarca describes how the concept of "familial wealth" sustains a sense of empowerment and agency for Mexican women who own foods stands. 153 Mexican food, whether sold from loncheros or as an inspirational sales format for street eating, is intimately contributing to and responding to political and cultural borders. These food practices provide a way to negotiate urban borders between neighborhoods and communities and between private and public space. Likewise, the practice of eating Mexican food is a negotiation of macro-borders, such as the political boundaries crossed to migrate internationally from Mexico to the U.S., and individual remembrance of the journey and what remains abroad.
Whether it's eaten by immigrants or inherited from centuries of local and regional culture, Mexican food has had a powerful role in the cultures of the Southwestern U.S. 154 It serves and has Served on this symbolic and economic table, local efforts to limit food trucks must contend with the material and cultural influence possessed by this food practice. This Article views the Taco Truck War regarding parking regulations as just one course in a political buffet redefining public space and food in LA. Local regulations affecting public space, which ignore the economic and cultural value of street vending, may eliminate the established, cherished, and rejuvenated LA tradition of eating from food trucks. Zoning, health, vehicle, or parking regulations that effectively prohibit food trucks operations by making it impossible to function economically may make this tradition a fond memory. Such myopic regulations may kill a cultural practice unique to LA's car, neighborhood, immigrant, dining, and Latino cultures. Street food, including that from trucks, has a long history in both LA and Mexico. 159 Historic lessons from the abolition of pushcarts in New York City's Lower East Side and "Chili Queens" in San Antonio, Texas show how myopic regulations erase cherished local public culture and wash away jobs and local markets. The turn of the century developmental push for "modern" businesses and urban space and stereotyping of immigrants and foreigners influenced both of these policies. 160 Early twentieth century city politics supporting larger department stores and streets and sidewalks to move goods and people, versus fostering open-air markets or plazas, fueled the drive to end street vending. 161 By mid-century, cultural observers noted the Lower East Side had lost much public space for pushcarts, which had provided a commercial and cultural link to East European and Southern European traditions for Jewish and Italian residents. 162 Without pushcarts and peddlers, the sidewalks and streets lost their appeal as spaces of social invitation. Indoor markets and larger storefronts did not appeal to many consumers accustomed to open-air and personal exchanges of peddlers and pushcarts. The Lower East Side lost this communal element and income source for many. In San Antonio, similar urban reform and cultural stereotyping led to the elimination of the business role of female vendors of Mexican food, called "chili queens." 163 There, a city with an established Mexican-American population grew to take a disdainful view of the open-air and public sale of Mexican food by Mexican immigrants who had increased in numbers after the Mexican Revolution (1910-17) and resulting decades of violence.
164 Urban planning, with its support of free-moving streets and commerce, provided the context to look down on food practices associated more with Mexico than with the perceptions of a modern American city. Chili queens were cast as unhygienic. Eventually by the 1940s, this public and open-air space to eat Mexican food was eliminated, despite its draw for tourists and multicultural appeal since the 1880s. 165 
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this Article describes how in LA's Taco Truck War from 2008-09, law was a vital ingredient to food culture contests. Taco trucks, or loncheros, and new trends in gourmet food trucks must function within these complex discourses in law, policy, and culture. These debates about what local governments may restrict or permit, regarding food sold and consumed from trucks, reflect larger negotiations on community economics, food practices, and public space. The simple act of eating or selling food publically includes large helpings of symbolic and material importance. Culturally, food trucks represent culinary innovation, shared public space, foodie culture, associations with Latino and immigrant cultures, and meals made more accessible to consumers. To other sectors of society, alternatively, food trucks represent a foreign, undesirable, lower economic class, misuse of public 163 This complex discourse has played out in LA's recent Taco Truck War, focused on loncheros. In East LA and Boyle Heights, City and County ordinances attempted to restrict food trucks by making it illegal to park and vend for more than 30 minutes in residential and 60 minutes in commercial zones. Courts found these ordinances to be invalid because they conflicted with California's Vehicle code and because the ordinances were too vague. Decided in 2008, People v. Garcia held the County food truck ordinance was too ambiguous to enforce, was pre-empted by California state law and was thus unconstitutional. Further, because it conflicted with California Vehicle Section 22455, which only permits local regulations for public safety, 167 the ordinance was found to be unconstitutional because the California Legislature has limited the scope of local governmental regulation to enact ordinances which regulate rather than prohibit sales from vehicles. 168 The next year, LA's similar ordinance was struck down in Gonzalez v. City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation when the court found it was "not rationally related to the public safety" 169 and "expressly conflict[ed]" with California Vehicle Code Sections 21 and 22455(b). These pro-vendor decisions reflect California jurisprudence on food trucks and vehicle code pre-emption of local regulation.
LA, its surrounding municipalities, and cities nationwide will likely pursue new food truck regulations. Food culture contests concerning local economics, food practices, and public space in LA promise to draw in loncheros and gourmet trucks. The last taco truck war focused on parking regulations and was inspired by community ambivalence about gentrification, most poignant in the Gold Line extension to Boyle Heights and East LA. The potential economic gains for merchants and property owners in the area 166 provided the push to rid the streets of what was perceived to be problematic. Perhaps a better solution would be enforcing existing business, health, and parking rules, versus spending the resources and political capital to draft invalid ordinances and enforce them. Hopefully, future regulation efforts in the LA area will conform to the fact that the state Vehicle Code provides little room for local inconsistency. Ideally, loncheros, gourmet trucks, and their consumer communities will remind political leaders of the cultural benefits of food trucks by forming associations which will, in turn, inspire voters.
